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The couple {L, + L,, L, n I,, } is not a Calderon couple and the K-orbit of any 
element is described as a sum of two Marcinkiewicz spaces but the interpolation 
orbit is a sum of a Marcinkiewicz space and an Orlicz space. ,D 1992 Academic 

Press, Inc. 

In this paper we calculate the interpolation orbits and the K-orbits of 
elements for the non-Calderon couple {L, + L,, L1 n L, >. We prove that 
the K-orbit is the sum M, + A41 of two Marcinkiewicz spaces. The inter- 
polation orbit is the sum M, + LA-t of a Marcinkiewicz and an Orlicz 
space. This is the first step to an important general question: What can be 
the nature of the characterizations of interpolation spaces for the couples 
which are not Calderon couples? 

The paper is organized in the following way: In Section 1 we give some 
preliminaries with basic definitions and results. In Section 2 we present the 
well-known fact that { L1 + L,, L1 n L p } is not a Calderon couple. But in 
our proof we show that L, + L,, and L, n L,, for p # 2 are interpolation 
spaces which cannot be obtained by the K-method. In Section 3 we 
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calculate the K-orbit for the sum and the intersection of general Banach 
spaces. The basic idea in the proof is to use the K-divisibility of the 
K-functional (see [3, 71) and an estimate of the K-functional for the sum 
and the intersection of Banach spaces (see [12, Theorem 31). In Section 4 
we give a description of the interpolation orbit of all elements in the case 
of the couple {L,+L,, L, n L, }. We also give some examples and 
concluding remarks. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

We recall here the basic facts from interpolation theory which are used 
in the sequel. We refer the reader to [ 1 ] for more information. Let x= 
(X0, X, } be a “compatible” couple of Banach spaces. By “compatible” we 
mean that X0 and X, are continuously embedded into a large topological 
vector space so that we can form the sum x0 +x, of elements x0 in X0 and 
x, in Xi. For an element x in C(B) = X0 + Xi, the so-called K-functional 
is defined for t > 0 as follows: 

K(t, x)=K(t, x;X)=inf{ Ilx,llXO+ t ilxJX, :x 

=Xo+X1,XoEXO,XIEX1}. 

Let x= {X,, X, } and P= { Y,, Y, } be two compatible couples of Banach 
spaces. A continuous linear operator T: Z’(X) --t Z( P) is called operator 
from the couple x into the couple P if T maps X,, into Y, and X, into Y,. 
This is denoted by T: X+ y or T: {X,,, X, } -+ { Y,, Y, } and the Banach - - 
space of all such operators by L(X, Y) with the norm 

II TII R- P = ma4 II TII xo + ro9 II TII x, + y, 1. 

A Banach space X is an interpolation space between X0 and X, if - - 
d(X) :=X0 n X, c XC E(x) and any TE L(X, X) maps X into itself. 

Let us fix an element 0 # a E Z(x) and consider the set of all elements of - - 
the form Ta, where TE L(X, Y). This set depends on the choice of a and 
the couples B and y, will be called the interpolation orbit of the element a 
in the couple y, and will be denoted by OrbX(a, 7). This space is a Banach 
space with the norm 

IIYII Orb = inf{ II TII X+ P : T, Y = Ta} 

and even an interpolation space between Y, and Y,. 
The K-orbit of an element 0 #arc in the couple y is the space 

KOR(a, P) consisting of those y E Z( 9) such that the norm 

IIYII~~=suPK(~, Y; y)lK(t, a; x) 
12-o 
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- - 
is finite. Since for any TE L(X, Y) we have 

K(t, Tu; y)< IIT(IF- PK(t,a;X), 

it follows that Orba(a, P) c KU%(a, 7). If Orbn(a, P)= KOm(u, Y) then 
we say that the interpolation orbit of the element a is described by the 
K-functional. If any Orbn(u, 9) is described by the K-functional then we 
say that interpolation from couple X into a couple F is described by the 
K-method. If interpolation from the couple X into 1 is described by the 
K-method then X is called K-monotone or a Culderdn couple. 

Calderon [S] and Mitjagin [14] were the first prove that {L,, L,} is 
K-monotone and then OrbiL,,L,l(a, {L,, Ls})=KO~L,,L,l(~, (J%,.~})= 
M,, where 

A(t) = j-i u*(s) ds and 

is a Murcinkiewicz space. Sedaev and Semenov [20] have shown that 
{L,(w,), L,(w,)} with arbitrary weights wO, w, is K-monotone. Sparr [21] 
proved that {L,,(w,), L,,(w~)} with 1 < pO, p, d cc and arbitrary weights 
wo, wr is K-monotone. The couple {Z,(L,), f,(L,)} of vector-valued 
sequences is not K-monotone (see [IS]). In 1981 Ovchinnikov [ 151 
proved that the couple {L, + L,, L, n L, } is not K-monotone. This was 
the first example of a couple of rearrangement invariant spaces which 
is not a Calderon couple. Some more examples of K-monotone and 
non-K-monotone couples are listed in [2, 6, 8, 9, 16, 191. 

For the definition and properties of the real interpolation method 
(K-method) (., .)z and the complex interpolation method [ ., .lO--see [ 1, 
10, 161. In the sequel, the space L, (1 d p 6 co) is L,(O, co) and L, + L, = 
L,(O, ~)+LAo, m), L,nL,=L,(O, m)nL,(O, 00). 

2. {L, + L,,L, n L,} IS NOTACALDER~NCOUPLE 

In [13] interpolation spaces between the sum and the intersection of 
Banach spaces are considered. In particular, it is proved that the 
Calderon’s space X, :=(L, +L,)‘-‘(L, n L,)’ is equal to L,+ L,, if 
0<0= l/p<; and to L,nLL,,, if 4 < 0 = l/p d 1. Therefore, the complex 
interpolation space [L, + L, , L,nL,],,astheclosureofL,nL,inX,, 
is equal to X, and so L, + L,,, L, n L,. are interpolation spaces between 
L, + L, and LI n L,. We show that it is impossible to obtain these inter- 
polation spaces by the K-method. This gives an answer for the Problem 4 
in [13]. At the same time, this proves more than was proved in [15] 
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because we provide concrete interpolation spaces which are obtained by 
the complex method and which cannot be obtained by the K-method. 

THEOREM 1. Let 1 < p < CO. Then L, + L,. and L, n L,, are interpolation 
spaces between L, + L, and L1 n L,, which are not described by the 
K-method provided p # 2. 

Proof: In the couple {L, + L,, L, n L,}, consider the complemented 
subcouple {L,(Z), L,(Z)}, of spaces of functions concentrated on Z= [O, l] 
with the projection given by Px = xx,. Then 

p((L, + L,, Ll n LE) = (h(Z), L,U)),K. (1) 

Let us also consider the complemented subcouple {Zoo, I, > of the couple 
{L, + L,, L, n L,} defined by constant functions on the intervals 
[n, n + 1) with the projection given by Qx = {~~” x(t) dt}. Then 

Q((L1+L,,LlnL,)~)=(l,,l,),K. (2) 

Now, if, for example, L, + L,,, (1 <p < 2) is described by the K-method, 
then L,+ L,,= (L, + L,, L, n L,): for some parameter space CD and 
from (1) we have L,(Z) = (L,(Z), L,(Z)):, which means that the parameter 
space @ (in the discrete case) is 1,,(2-“lP)(n -C 0), but from (2) we have I,, = 
(Lo, 4),“, which means that @ is 1,.(2 -“lp’) (n < 0). Since I, # I,,, provided 
pf2, it follows that L, + L,, is not described by the K-method between 
LI+L, and L,nL,. 

COROLLARY 1 (Ovchinnikov [lS]). The couple {L, + L,, L, n L,} is 
not a Calderbn couple. 

COROLLARY 2 (cf. [ 131). The space L, is an interpolation space between 
L,+L, andL,nL, ifandonlyifp=2. 

Proof: For t > 0 we consider family of one-dimensional operators on 
L, +Lm by 

T,x(u) = (jr’ 4s) ds) xw(u). 

Then lIT,IIL,+L,-L,+L,= IIT,IIL,nL,+L,nL,= 1 and lIT,lILP-.Lp=t2~p-1. 
Hence, if L, is an interpolation space between L, + L, and L, n L,, then 

t2’p-’ = IITtll~p~, 

~CmaxOIT,ll.,+.~-,,+.s, IlT,llL,nL,4L,,,L,)=C 

for any t > 0, which is true only if p = 2. 

580/107/2-S 
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On the other hand, L, is an interpolation space between L, + L, and 
L,nL,. The space L, is an interpolation space even between a Banach 
lattice E and its Kothe dual E’, which follows from the equalities 
E1/2(E’)1/2 = L, proved by Lozanovskii in [ 1 l] and [E, E’] 1,2 = 
E”2(E’)1’2 proved by Calderon in [4, Theorem 13.6(i)]. 

Remark 1. An Orlicz space L, is an interpolation space between 
L, + L, and L, n L, if and only if N-‘(t) z tlv-‘(l/t).’ 

The necessity is possible to prove in the same way as in the case of L, 
space and the sufficiency follows from the following identity of the 
Calderon-Lozanovskii spaces q(L, + L,, L, n L,) = cp(L,, L,) = L, (see 
[ 13, Proposition 41). 

Remark 2. Similarly, as in Theorem 1, one can show that if 1 d p0 <p, 
q < p1 6 co, and l/p + l/q = l/p0 + l/p,, then L, + L, and L, n L, are 
interpolation spaces between Lp,, + L,, and Lpo n LPI, which are not 
described by the K-method provided p # q. 

3. THE K-ORBIT FOR THE SUM AND THE INTERSECTION OF BANACH SPACES 

We want to find the K-orbit for the couple {C, A} of Banach spaces. 

THEOREM 2. For any a E X,, + X,, 

KO ~~o+~,,~on~l~(a~ iY,+ Y,, Y,n Y,)) 

= KOda, P) + KOz(a, { Y,, Y,}). (3) 

Proof. Since K( t, a; C(x), A(R)) z K( t, a; 8) + tK( l/t; x) for 0 < t < 1 
(see [ 12, Theorem 31) and the same equivalence holds for couple 
{E(P), A(P)}, it follows that 

KoMl+XI.XonXI~ (a, PO+ L Yen Y,j) 

= {ycZ(P): K(t, y; P)+tK(l/t, y; H) 

< C[K(t, a; 1) + tK( l/t, a; x)] for any 0 < t < 1) 

= { y E Z( P): K(t, y; 7) < C, [K( t, a; 1) + tK( l/t, a; X)] for any t > 0} 

={y~C(~):K(t,y;~)gC~[(t)+A”(t)]foranyt>O}, 

where A(t) = K(t, a; x) and a(t) = tA(l/t). 

’ The symbol f(f) z g(r) means that there exist positive constants cl, c2 such that c, f(r) < 
g(t) G cZf(t) for all f z 0. 
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By the Brudnyi-Krugljak K-divisibility of the K-functional (see [3, 
Theorem 4; 7; or 16, Lemma 5.2.23), 

y = y, + y, with K(t, y,; y) < C,A(t) 

and 
K(t, Y, ; y) ,< GA”(t), 

which means thaty =y,+ y1 withy,E KUx(a, F) andy, E KOK(a, {Y,, Y,}). 
Therefore, the left side of (3) is imbedded in the right side. 

On the other hand, if YE KOn(a, P)+ KOx(a, {Y,, Y,}) then 
y=y,+y, with K(t, y,; P)<CA(t) and K(t, y,; P)<&(t) for any t>O. 
Using again Theorem 3 from [12] and the fact that the K-functional is a 
norm we have, for 0 < t < 1, that 

K(t, Y; Yo + Y, , Yo n Y, l/2 

< K( t, y; y) + tK( l/t, y; P) 

dK(t, y,; P)+K(t, yl; 8)+tK(l/t, y,; P)+tK(l/t, y,; P) 

< CA(t) + d(t) + CA”(t) + CA(t) =2C[A(t) +2(t)] 

d 4CK(t, a; X, + X, , X0 I-T A’,), 

i.e., Y~K~~~,+~,,~,~~,~ (a, ( Y. + Y, , Y, n Y, } ) and the theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY 3. For any aeL,+L,, 

Ku(a)=Ku(,,+.~,L,“L,j(a, (L,fL,,L,nL,})=M,+M~, 

where A(t) = Jh a*(s) ds and 2(t) = tA( l/t). 

4. CALDER~N-MITJAGIN THEOREM FOR THE COUPLE OF SPACES 
L,+L, ANDL,nL, 

The question about the interpolation orbits in non-K-monotone couples 
is an important step in interpolation theory. In this part we give the first 
example of a non-K-monotone couple in which are described the interpola- 
tion orbits of all elements. This couple {L, + L,, L, n L,} is very similar 
to the couple (L, , L, > considered in the Calderon-Mitjagin theorem. The 
result was only announced in [17]. We give here a complete proof. 

THEOREM 3. For any asL, + L,, 

ON4 = Orb{,, + L,,L, n L3Ll (4 {L,+L,,L,nLL,})=M,+L,-l, 
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where A(f) = jb a*(s) ds, and M, is a Marcinkiewicz space and L,-, is an 
Or&z space generated by the convex function A-‘. 

Proof. Since any operator T: (L,, L, > + (L,, L, > maps the couple 
{L, + L,, L, n L, } into itself, it follows that 

In the same way, if T: {L,, L,} + {L,, L,} then T also maps 
{L, + L,, L, n L, 1 into itself and so 

From the Calderon theorem (see [IS]) OrbjL1,L,j(a, {Ll, L,})=M,. 
The description of OrbiL,,Lrj(a, (L,, L,})=L,-I was obtained in [16, 
Theorem 10.3.21. Therefore 

M, + L, -I c Orb(a). 

On the other hand, we should prove that Ta E M, + L,-I for any 

T:{L,+L,,L,nL,)+(L,+L,,L,nL,}. 

Without loss of generality we may assume that a = a*, because from the 
Calderon theorem [S] function a it is possible to map into a* and vice 
versa using operators in the pair {L,, L, ), and so in the pair 
{L,+L,,L,nL}. 

Since a* = a*~~~,~~ + a*ql,+,, it follows that 

Orb(a*)cOrb(a*X(,,,,) + Orb(a*xcl,mJ. (4) 

Multiplication by xcO, i, is an operator from the couple {L,, L,} into the 
couple {L, + L,, L, n L,] and so 

Orb(a*xco,ll)c Orb~,,,,Ja*, (L + L, LI n L,>). (5) 

The averaging operator over (n, n + 11, 

px= I? (~~+lr(s)dr)Xl...+I,, n=O * 
is an operator from the couple (L,, L,} into the couple 
‘L, + L,, L, n L,). We have 
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b*(s) - a*(f)1 ds 
> 

xtn,n+ I,(t) 

d l141.,+.m X(0,!,(f)+ f (a*(n)-a*(n+ l))X(,,n+l,(~) 
n=l 

and so 

which means that Pa* -u*x,,,~,E L, n L,. Therefore, the orbits of Pa* 
and a*~~~, aoj are the same, and we have proved that 

NOW, let T be an operator from the couple (L,, L,} into the couple 
(L,+L,,L,nL,} and let b=Tu *. Without loss of generality we may 
assume, by the Calderon theorem again, that b = b*. 

As was mentioned before, the operator of multiplication by x~O,lI is a 
map from {L, +L,, L, n L,) into (L,, L,). Therefore the operator 
T, :=~~,,~Tis a map from {L,, L,} into {L,, L,} and by the Calderon 
theorem T, a = xco, ,I Tu* E M,. Analogously the operator T, := PT 
is a map from (L,, L,} into {L,, L,} and by the result in [ 16, 
Theorem 10.3.21 T,u* = PTu* E LA-l. Since Su := ~(r,~,, Ta* - PTu* 
belongs to L, n L, and even )/Sull., n LI < 2 Ij Tu*ll,, + L,, it follows that 
T,u* := xcI,,,Tu* E LA-,. Therefore Tu* = T,a* + T,u* EM, + LAmI, i.e., 

Orb(L,,L,)(a, {L,+L,,L,nL,})cM,+L,-1. (7) 

In the same way it is possible to prove that 

Or’+.~,t,~(~, Lh + 
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However, in this case, the operator T, = ~~,i, T maps the couple {L,, L, } 
into the couple {L,, L,} and so T,a* E LA-l, and the operator T, = PT is 
from the couple {L, , L,} into the couple (L,, L,} and so T,u*E M,. 

From the imbeddings (4)-(8), we have 

Orb(a*) c M, + L, mI 

and the theorem is proved. 

Remark 3. From Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 we see that the interpola- 
tion orbit and the K-orbit of the same elements are different, which gives 
also the proof that {L, + L, , L, n L, > is not Calderon couple. 

Remark 4. A symmetric space E on (0, co) is an interpolation space 
between L, + L, and L, n L, if and only if for any a E E the space E 
contains M, and L, -I. 

Remark 5. The same method of proof as that in Theorem 3 gives the 
following result: if 1 < p0 < pr < cc, then, for any a E L,, + L,,,, 

Finally, let us give some examples. 

EXAMPLES. If we take ~,(t)=(l-l/p)f~~‘~ for l<p<co, then 
A,(t)=t’P’~p and 0rb(a,)=M,,,~+L,~=L,,+L,~cK0(a,)=M,,,.+ 
M,,p = Lpm -I- L,,, 

If a = max(a,, a,,.), then M, = M,,,~a,,a,., = M,,p, + M,,p = L,, + L,,, , 
LA-1 = LmlncA-l A:l) = L, + L,, 

If a = minca,,Pa,.), 
and so Orb(a) = KO(a) = L,, + L,,, . 

then M, = M,i,,Ap,Ap,) = M,,p, n M,,p = L,, n L,,,, , 
L,-I = LmaxcA-l aY~j = L, n L,, and so Orb(a) = KO(a) = L,, n L,,, . 

More gene;all$, the estimations A(t) z A”(t) = tA( l/t) are equivalent to 
the imbedding LA-t c M, . Therefore, if 

on (0, l), then Orb(a) = KO(a) = M, and vice versa. 

Remark 6. If we assume that Orb(a) = LA-I then M, c LA-l and since 
LA-I c MA it follows that A(t) x2(t) = tA(l/t), and so LA-l = M, = Ma, 
i.e., Orb(a) = KO(a). Therefore the identity Orb(u) = L, n L,. does not 
hold. 
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